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� Chemical heterogeneity is a common
challenge in the application of
biomaterials such as wood.

� Chemical imaging methods unravel
spatial heterogeneity in wood on
different length scales.

� These methods can quantify the
chemical distribution in treated wood
on macroscopic and cellular levels.

� Combining imaging methods
provides a holistic insight into
structure–property relations of
biomaterials.
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a b s t r a c t

An inhomogeneous chemical distribution can be problematic in many biomaterial applications, including
wood impregnation. Since wood is a hierarchically structured material, the chemical distribution must be
considered on different length scales. Here, a combination of imaging methods revealed the distribution
of phenol–formaldehyde resin in impregnation-treated European beech wood within the scale of several
millimeters or larger (macroscopic) and the micron scale (cellular level). The macroscopic resin distribu-
tion was quantified by hyperspectral near-infrared (NIR) image regression. A partial least square regres-
sion model accurately predicted the resin content in the range of 0–30 % with average prediction errors
of �0.93 % for calibration and the test set. The cellular resin distribution was investigated by mapping the
UV absorbance in selected regions of interest at high lateral resolution using UV microspectrophotometry
(UMSP). The application of both imaging techniques to board sections revealed a process-dependent resin
distribution. NIR image regression quantified the drying-induced migration of resin toward the board
surfaces. UMSP measurements in selected regions revealed that this resin migration also affected the
resin distribution across cell walls. Overall, the results demonstrate the potential of combining chemical
imaging techniques to quantify process-dependent heterogeneity and to develop efficient treatments for
wood and other biomaterials.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Chemical heterogeneity in spatial dimensions is a common
problem in the utilization of biomaterials, such as wood. Chemical
heterogeneity occurs in native wood, for example, through the dis-
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tribution of heartwood extractives [1–3], but it can also be the
result of wood processing and treatment with chemical agents.
Besides modern top-down processes that create functional materi-
als from wood scaffolds [4–6], process-dependent chemical distri-
bution is also relevant in traditional impregnation treatments of
wood that prevent rapid deterioration in exterior applications
[7–10]. Identifying wood regions with insufficient or excessive
chemical uptake requires modern chemical imaging techniques
to analyze the chemical properties of a sample in spatial dimen-
sions. Applying such imaging techniques to wood is, however, dif-
ficult due to its complex hierarchical buildup. Wood appears as a
compact solid on the macroscopic scale but consists of long and
hollow cells at the microscopic level. For example, fiber cells in
hardwoods are typically 0.5–2 mm in length and 10–60 lm in
diameter [11]. Therefore, chemical heterogeneity must be consid-
ered at the macroscopic level of a wood product on the scale of sev-
eral millimeters or more, and also across cells at the micron scale.

A prime example of a treatment process that relies on an ade-
quate distribution of a chemical agent in wood at different spatial
scales is the impregnation modification with thermosetting resins,
such as phenol–formaldehyde (PF) resin. The modification
improves the hardness of wood [12] but also protects the wood
against fungal decay [13] and dimensional changes caused by
water uptake [14]. In impregnation modification, the wood is first
impregnated with an aqueous monomer or oligomer solution of PF
resin using vacuum and/or pressure. The impregnated wood is
then dried, and the resin is heat-cured to form large macro-
molecules that are irreversibly fixated within the wood structure.
The impregnation conditions and the heat-curing step determine
the distribution of the resin (or other chemical agents) within
the treated wood on the macroscopic and cellular levels
[9,10,15–17].

On the micron level, the penetration of the thermosetting resin
into the wood cell wall is a prerequisite for sufficient protection.
The resin fills space in the cell walls that is otherwise occupied
by water, which keeps the wood in a permanently swollen state.
This enhances the dimensional stability [9,18] and the resistance
of the treated wood against decay fungi [13]. However, the distri-
bution of the resin on the macroscopic level, in the length scale of
several millimeters or centimeters, is of equal importance. On this
scale, gradients in resin load can result in spatial differences in
shrinking and, thus, create stresses, honeycomb splits, and cracks
[9,15]. The highly modified surface regions may also not prevent
decay in the lesser modified center of a treated board because
decay fungi can grow through wood regions with high modifica-
tion degrees to access other regions in the treated wood [19].

Previous studies on variations in treatment degree across differ-
ent types of wood often focus on only one spatial scale. For exam-
ple, the resin distribution across wood cells has been analyzed
using chemical imaging techniques with high spatial resolution,
such as confocal Raman microscopy [18], confocal laser scanning
microscopy [20], or UV microspectrophotometry (UMSP) [13,21].
However, the field of view of these techniques is typically limited
to several micrometers, which covers only a small number of wood
cells and does not allow for adequately considering heterogeneity
on a macroscopic level. Hyperspectral near-infrared (NIR) imaging,
on the other hand, enables imaging of larger sample areas with
several square centimeters or more, within a period of a few sec-
onds. NIR imaging and multivariate image analyses have been
applied successfully to identify different wood species [22] and
to map the chemical composition [23], the moisture content
[24,25], the distribution of flame-retardant chemicals [26] or the
acetylation degree [27,28] in wood. The spatial resolution of hyper-
spectral NIR imaging does not, however, allow the analysis of wood
cells on the micron level and cannot differentiate between chemi-
cal agents in cell walls and cell lumens.
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Here, two chemical imaging techniques that differ in their lat-
eral resolution and field of view were selected to locate process-
dependent heterogeneity in impregnation-modified wood at dif-
ferent spatial scales. NIR image regression quantified the distribu-
tion of PF resin in impregnation-modified wood within a several-
square-centimeter-large field of view. This was complemented by
UMSP measurements on the micron level within selected regions
of interest to analyze the resin uptake within individual wood cell
types and cell wall layers. The results visualized drying-induced
gradients in resin content from the board surfaces to their center
on different spatial scales. The outcomes demonstrate the large
potential of combining chemical imaging techniques in visualizing
process-dependent heterogeneity within wood and other hierar-
chically structured biomaterials.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Two sample sets were prepared from kiln-dried boards of Euro-
pean beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) wood. These sets were made of
small cubes with edge lengths of 15 mm and board sections with
dimensions of 75 � 15 � 25 mm3 (radial, R � tangential,
T � longitudinal, L). The wood cubes were impregnated to generate
a large variation in the PF resin load between different sample
groups. These samples served to establish the methodologies to
map the resin contents on the macroscopic (hyperspectral NIR
imaging) and the micron levels (UMSP). The board sections were
treated to generate different gradients in PF resin content within
each sample at the same overall resin load. These gradients in resin
content were then mapped using the established imaging
methodologies.

The small wood blocks were first oven-dried (103 �C for ca.
24 h), cooled in a desiccator over silica gel, and impregnated with
aqueous solutions of low molecular weight PF resin (P554; Surfac-
tor Germany GmbH) with solid resin contents of 10, 15, 20, 25 or
30 %. Sodium hydroxide was added to improve dilutability with
3 % based on the solid resin content. Reference samples were trea-
ted with deionized water without the addition of sodium hydrox-
ide. The samples were first impregnated under vacuum (1 h at
100 mbar) and pressure (2 h at 12 bar), and the excess solution
was removed from the surfaces by wiping with a dry cloth. All
samples were then heated in sequence at the following tempera-
tures: 20, 40, 60, 80, 40, 103 �C, with each step being held for ca.
24 h. For wet curing, the samples were wrapped in aluminum foil
during the first four temperature steps to prevent drying. For dry
curing, the samples remained unwrapped and were allowed to
dry freely during all curing steps. Five replicates were prepared
for each treatment group (separated by solid resin content and cur-
ing condition). The board sections were treated in the same way
but using only an aqueous PF resin solution with a solid content
of 15 %. Furthermore, half of the board sections had their cross-
sectional surfaces sealed during the heat-curing stage. The cross-
sectional surfaces were covered with aluminum foil, and the board
sections were clamped between two wood pieces under gentle
pressure. This limited water evaporation from the cross-sectional
surfaces during the curing step to create conditions similar to those
in commercially sized boards.

In addition to wood samples, a small amount of undiluted stock
solution was cured in aluminum cups using the same temperature
sequence as with the impregnated wood samples. To simulate wet
curing conditions, one aluminum cup with PF resin solution was
covered during the first four temperature steps to prevent drying.
Another cup with PF resin solution remained uncovered to simu-
late dry curing conditions.
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2.2 Weight. and volume changes

The overall resin load of each sample was determined gravimet-
rically as the weight percent gain (WPG, in %), which is the dry
weight added by the treatment related to the initial dry weight
of each sample. The WPG was determined again after performing
a water-leaching protocol according to EN 84:2020 [29], which
involved a vacuum-impregnation (1 h at 100 mbar) of all samples
with deionized water followed by water-soaking with regular
water changes for two weeks. Volume changes were recorded only
for the wood cubes by measuring the edge lengths with a caliper
(±0.01 mm). The wet volume was determined at the end of the
water-leaching protocol when the wood cubes were water-
saturated. The dry volume was recorded after oven-drying the
water-leached samples at ambient conditions for ca. 24 h, followed
by oven-drying at 103 �C for another 24 h and cooling in a desicca-
tor over silica gel. Wet and dry volumes were calculated as relative
volumes by relating them to the initial dry volume before the
treatment.
2.3. Hyperspectral NIR imaging

Before measuring the sample images with the hyperspectral
NIR camera, cross-sectional surfaces were prepared by cutting with
a circular saw. Excess PF resin that covered the sample surfaces did
thus not influence the measurements. Approximately 5 mm slices
were removed from one cross section of the small wood cubes,
while the board sections were approximately cut in half perpendic-
ular to the fiber direction as illustrated in Fig. 1. Three out of five
board sections were further separated into four blocks with a
cross-sectional area of ca. 15 � 15 mm2 while the residual two
board sections remained in one piece. All samples were stored at
the same ambient conditions before hyperspectral NIR imaging.

The cut cross-sectional surfaces were measured with a short-
wave infrared (SWIR) spectral camera, which was equipped with
an OLES macro lens (both Specim, Spectral Imaging Ltd., Finland)
with a focal length of 73.3 mm, a pixel size of ca. 25 � 25 lm2

and an image field of view of ca. 10 mm. The speed of the moving
stage was adjusted to measure square pixels at an acquisition
speed of 30 frames per second. Two rows of halogen lamps gener-
ated polychromatic light, and the reflected wavelengths in the
range of 935–2550 nm were detected by a HgCdTe detector array
Fig. 1. Sample preparation for the imaging procedure and the directions in which the sam
captured a bandwidth of ca. 10 mm, hence some areas near the edges were not scanned
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with a grating prism monochromator. The images were collected
in line scan mode while the samples moved past the spectral cam-
era. It should be noted that when passing the camera, the width of
the samples (ca. 15 mm) exceeded the width of the measured
image (ca. 10 mm), hence some areas near the sample edges were
not measured. Therefore, the blocks that were cut from the board
sections were moved past the spectral camera in different direc-
tions compared to the original orientation of the board sections
to capture different parts near the radial and tangential surfaces
(Fig. 1).

2.4. Multivariate image analysis

Hyperspectral images were measured in reflectance mode, and
the raw signal values were preprocessed with a median filter [30].
Principal component analysis (PCA) [31] was used to identify the
background, saturated and potentially dead pixels. The remaining
pixels were transformed into reflectance using measured spec-
tralon reflectance target and dark current intensities [32]. Regions
of interest (ROI) were then selected from the center of each sample
image with a size of 451 � 375 pixels (ca. 11.3 � 9.4 mm2) for
small wood cubes and 2401 � 375 pixels (ca. 60 � 9.4 mm2) for
the larger board sections. All images were converted into absor-
bance using Eq. (1)

A ¼ log10 1=rð Þ ð1Þ
where r contains unitless reflectance values and A is the estimated
absorbance.

Before the quantitative analysis, differences in the test images
from the wood cubes were visualized using PCA. For this purpose,
an image mosaic was generated by combining individual images
from each sample group. The image mosaic was preprocessed with
standard normal variate (SNV) [33], mean centered, and the princi-
pal component scores and loadings were determined through sin-
gular value decomposition [34]. Principal components with high
explained variance were considered, and the score vectors were
folded back into images.

From the small wood cubes, five replicates per sample group
(solid content and curing condition) were scanned, and three
images were included in the calibration set and two in the test
set. Each image contained 169,125 pixels and the corresponding
288 spectral bands over a range of 935–2550 nm. The bands out-
ple surfaces were scanned with the hyperspectral NIR camera. Note that the camera
. The image is not to scale.



Fig. 2. Changes in weight and volume of small wood cubes: Weight percent gain
after heat-curing and after water leaching and its dependence on the solid content
of the impregnation solution (a). Changes in relative dry and relative wet volume as
functions of the solid content for dry-cured (b) and wet-cured (c) wood cubes.
(n = 5; ± standard deviation).
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side the range of 1000–2400 nm were excluded before the analysis
because the detector exhibited noise in these bands. Each image
was further divided into three sub-sections, and the average spec-
tra per sub-section were collected. The average spectra of all the
samples were further divided into calibration and test sets, which
contained 102 and 69 objects, respectively. The calibration and test
sets were preprocessed with SNV transformation and mean-
centered. A calibration model was developed based on the partial
least squares (PLS) regression [35] by using the SIMPLS algorithm
[36,37] and the gravimetrically determined WPG. The WPG was
corrected for the mass loss of ca. 1.5 %, which was caused by the
water leaching of native wood extractives. Cross-validation was
performed by continuously splitting the training objects into six
subgroups, considering similar objects in one group at a time,
which left ca. 17 % of objects as a validation set. This method
was repeated until all objects had been left out once. Root-mean-
squared errors (RMSE) of calibration (RMSEC), cross-validation
(RMSECV), and prediction of the test set (RMSEP) were calculated
based on Eq. (2):

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1 yi � byi

� �2
n

s
ð2Þ

where yi and ŷi denoted the measured and predicted values, respec-
tively, and n the number of calibration, cross-validation, or test set
objects. The model predicted the WPG in the image mosaic from
wood cubes and in images from larger board sections. All data anal-
yses and image processing were performed with in-house Matlab
scripts (Matlab R2020b, MathWorks Inc.) and the commercial func-
tions from the PLS toolbox (version 8.7.1, Eigenvector Research
Inc.).

2.5. UV microspectrophotometry (UMSP)

The cellular level distribution of the PF resin was analyzed by
UMSP, which measured the UV absorbance on thin wood sections
in transmission mode. Before the UMSP measurements, small
wood pieces with a cross-sectional area of ca. 1 � 1 mm2 and a lon-
gitudinal length of ca. 5 mm were collected from selected samples
and locations using a razor blade. The wood pieces were directly
embedded in Spurr’s epoxy resin [38] in a mild vacuum with sev-
eral cycles of evacuation and ventilation, as described by Kleist and
Schmitt [39], to avoid chemical modifications caused by reactions
with solvents. From the embedded samples, sections with 1 lm
thickness were prepared on an ultra-microtome with a diamond
knife. Each section was transferred to a quartz microscope slide,
immersed in glycerin, and covered with a quartz cover slip. The
absorbance at a given wavelength (Ak) was calculated according
to Eq. (3):

Ak ¼ log10 I0=Ixð Þ ð3Þ
where I0 is the intensity of the monochromatic light passing
through the embedding resin in the cell lumen, and Ix is the inten-
sity of the monochromatic light passing through a measurement
spot of the cell wall layers. The UV/VIS absorbance of cell corners,
secondary cell walls, and PF resin deposits in the cell lumens was
measured by photometric point measurements with a spot size of
1 lm2 in the wavelength range between 240 and 540 nm using a
UMSP 80 microspectrophotometer and the LAMWIN� software
(both Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images were taken at a con-
stant wavelength of 278 nm, a lateral resolution of 0.25 lm � 0.2
5 lm, and a photometrical resolution of 4096 greyscale levels using
the software APAMOS� (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). False color
images of the UV absorbance were prepared using in-house Matlab
scripts (Matlab R2020b, MathWorks Inc.). The average UV absor-
bance at 278 nm was determined from ten representative regions
4

per sample group within either the secondary cell wall or the cell
corner regions.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Weight. and volume changes of small wood cubes

The increase in wood weight and volume caused by the impreg-
nation treatment on the small wood cubes were analyzed, see
Fig. 2. The weight changes, determined as WPG, quantified the
total PF resin load of each wood cube. The average WPG of each
sample group (Fig. 2a) increased with the solid resin content of
the impregnation solution independent of the curing conditions,
as reported previously [9,18]. A two-week water-leaching protocol
caused a small reduction in WPG, possibly due to the removal of
unreacted PF resin. However, a small loss in dry weight was also
recorded for the reference samples because water leaching
removed some wood extractives. The leaching of native wood
extractives may have also contributed to the WPG loss of treated
wood. After the water-leaching, WPGs up to ca. 30 % were still
recorded, which showed that most of the impregnated PF resin
was fixated within the treated wood.

In contrast to the weight changes, the changes in volume were
not only dependent on the solid content of the impregnation solu-
tion but were also affected by the curing conditions (Fig. 2b and c).
The wet (water-saturated) wood cube volume remained nearly
constant after applying dry curing conditions, while the dry vol-
ume increased monotonically with the solid content of the impreg-
nation solution (Fig. 2b). This increase in dry volume showed the
incorporation of PF resin within the wood cell wall, where it caused
a permanent swelling that is commonly denoted as cell wall bulk-
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ing. The volumetric margin between the dry and the wet volume
was thereby reduced, which increased the dimensional stability
of the treated wood. The increase in dry volume was much lower
after wet curing and almost negligible after treatment with a
30 % solid content (Fig. 2 c). This lack of cell wall bulking under
wet curing conditions has been observed previously and may be
explained by alkaline hydrolysis of the cell wall and/or a limited
uptake of PF resin by the cell wall [9,18].
3.2. Hyperspectral NIR image analysis and regression

The small wood cubes with a wide range of WPG levels were
measured with a hyperspectral NIR camera to study the spatial dis-
tribution of WPGs across the wood surfaces. Before the measure-
ments, approximately 5 mm were removed from one cross
section with a circular saw to prevent excess resin at the original
surface of the wood cubes from affecting the results. Spectra of
cured PF resin stock solution were recorded using the same set-
tings as for the wood blocks, but this resulted in a weak signal
above ca. 2000 nm for the dry-cured resin (Fig. 3a). Prominent
resin bands were still observed, and these band positions coincided
with increments in treated wood blocks, particularly within the
range between ca. 1600 and 1860 nm and between ca. 2120 and
Fig. 3. SNV normalized NIR spectra collected from pure PF resin (a) and from small
wood cubes (b) as well as difference spectra between treated (30 % solid content)
and untreated (0 % solid content) samples (c). The vertical, dotted lines mark band
positions in the resin spectra. The NIR spectra in (b) are based on the average
spectra from the calibration set (n = 9), with the lines representing the mean and
the shaded areas showing the data range (min/max).
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2220 nm (Fig. 3b). These band regions contain signals from CH
groups in aromatic structures, such as phenols [40–43]. The resin
treatment also caused small increments in absorbance at ca.
1113 and 2281 nm, with the latter band being assigned to CAH
and CAC stretching vibrations in phenols [40]. NIR bands in
untreated wood at ca. 1435, 1906–1911, and 2063 nm decreased
after the resin treatment. These bands were assigned to water
within the wood [44] and indicated a lower moisture content in
resin-treated wood.

The effect of the PF resin treatment and differences between the
curing conditions were investigated in more detail by PCA, which
was performed on an image mosaic of wood cubes treated with dif-
ferent impregnation solutions (0–30 % solid resin content). The
first three principal components (PCs) explained 78 % of the varia-
tion within the data (Supplementary Fig. S1). The PCA score images
and corresponding loadings are shown in Supplementary Fig. S2.
The variation explained by the first PC was not directly related to
the treatment with PF resin, and high scores were found particu-
larly for pixels around small cracks (wet cured samples with 20
and 25 % solid content) and within some regions of wood cubes
treated with a 30 % solid resin content. Higher scores were also
found within the latewood regions of the wood cubes compared
to earlywood regions and wood rays. The corresponding loading
vector showed high loadings for wavelengths below ca. 1380 and
above 2220 nm. The first PC was presumably affected by physical
aspects of the sample surface rather than by chemical information.
In particular, surface roughness, which is a result of the cellular
structure of wood or the sample preparation, may have influenced
the NIR light reflectance [45].

The second PC showed variation between the different wood
blocks related to the PF resin treatment. The corresponding loading
vector showed positive bands at ca. 1113, 1659, 2147, and
2281 nm, which could be assigned to phenols [40–43] and corre-
sponded to bands in the NIR spectra of cured PF resin stock solu-
tion at the same or similar wavelengths (Fig. 3a). Negative bands
in the loading vector at ca. 1441, 1911, and 2063 nm were related
to absorbed water in the wood [44]. The increase in scores for trea-
ted wood cubes compared to untreated cubes (0 % solid resin con-
tent) was thus not only caused by an increased PF resin content but
also by the reduction in wood moisture content as an indirect
effect of the resin treatment. The smaller increase in scores for
wet-cured samples may not imply a lower PF resin content but
was presumably related to a lower efficiency of wet-curing condi-
tions to reduce the wood’s moisture uptake [46].

The third PC separated wet-cured samples treated with solid
resin contents �20 % from other samples. The negative scores in
these wet-cured samples were mostly associated with a negative
band in the corresponding loading vector at ca. 2124 nm, which
can be assigned to CAH stretching vibrations in the PF resin
[40,42,43]. A potential cause for the variation in the third PC could
be differences in the chemical structure of the resin related to the
curing conditions. An impact of the curing conditions and wood
moisture content on the condensation reactions of thermosetting
resins within impregnated wood has been observed for wood
treatments with partly methylated melamine formaldehyde [18]
or melamine urea formaldehyde [47], and similar effects may
apply to the PF resin cure.

Since an unsupervised approach based on PCA could not isolate
the quantitative differences in PF resin content from other spectral
variations, the PF resin distribution was quantified using a PLS
regression model. This was based on the average NIR image spectra
of the wood cubes and the gravimetrically determined WPG. Based
on the average prediction errors of the model calibration (RMSEC)
and cross-validation set (RMSECV), four latent variables were cho-
sen to avoid the risk of overfitting (Fig. 4a). The RMSECV reached a
minimum at seven latent variables, but the additional decrease in



Fig. 4. Results of the PLS regression based on small wood cubes: (a) Calibration and cross-validation errors as a function of the number of latent variables, (b) measured and
predicted WPG values of the calibration and test sets based on four latent variables with a solid line showing y = x, and (c) the PLS model vector based on four latent variables
with the dashed line highlighting y = 0.
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RMSECV and RMSEC became small when exceeding four latent
variables. Four latent variables led to satisfactory predictions of
the calibration and test sets (Fig. 4b). Due to the use of wood sam-
ples with a wide WPG range, a small underestimation of the test
set WPG was only observed at the upper WPG threshold, and the
prediction worked particularly well below 30 % WPG. This is
important to note given the later application of the calibration
model to the board sections with average WPGs below 20 %. The
relevant wavelength changes to predict theWPG by the PLS regres-
sion model can be seen from the loading vectors of the first four
latent variables in Supplementary Fig. S 3 and the model vector
in Fig. 4c. In line with the satisfactory WPG prediction, the positive
bands in the model vector at ca. 1113, 1659, 2141, and 2281 nm
coincided with NIR bands of the cured PF resin stock solution
(Fig. 3a). The negative bands in the model vector did not precisely
match with the bands at 1441, 1911, and 2063 nm, which were
associated with a reduction in the moisture content of the treated
wood. However, the influence of wood moisture content variations
on the prediction error of the model was not tested. It is thus
uncertain if the model can be applied to wood samples that were
stored under different climatic conditions before NIR imaging.

The calibration model based on four latent variables was used
to predict the WPG on an image mosaic from test set samples that
were treated with different impregnation solutions and curing con-
ditions (Fig. 5a). The results show a distinct sample-to-sample vari-
ation in WPG in line with the gravimetrically measured WPG. The
predicted WPG increased with the solid resin content of the
impregnation solution, independent of the curing conditions. The
average predicted WPG for each image was close to the measured
WPG, with a maximum deviation of 1.4 % points (Fig. 5b). The only
exception was the dry-cured sample treated at 30 % solid resin
content, for which the average WPG was overestimated by ca.
2.6 % points. This was presumably related to the larger prediction
error of the calibration model at high WPG.

There was little variation in predicted WPG within the individ-
ual samples (Fig. 5a), and the pixel predictions formed a unimodal
distribution over the WPG range of each sample (Fig. 5b). We did
not observe notable WPG gradients from the center of the samples
toward the edges. However, bands with slightly different WPG
levels stretched horizontally in the tangential direction, which cor-
responded to the earlywood and latewood regions. Earlywood cells
have larger cell lumens and thinner cell walls than latewood cells,
and more resin likely entered the more porous earlywood regions
during the impregnation step. Furthermore, the dry-cured samples
with 30 % solid resin content showed radial lines in the vertical
6

direction with lower WPG, which corresponded to the broad rays
in European beech.
3.3. UMSP imaging on small wood cubes

The presence of PF resin in cell walls and cell lumens was
topochemically analyzed by UMSP at high spatial resolution using
thin sections prepared from the center of the small wood blocks.
The UMSP technique measured the UV absorbance of individual
cell types and cell wall layers in transmission mode. First, the
absorbance was determined over a broad wavelength range in
selected regions of the beech wood tissue (Fig. 6). The UV spectra
of lumen deposits with cured PF resin showed a distinct absor-
bance at 280–282 nm and a small shoulder band at around
350 nm (Fig. 6a). There were no obvious differences in the absor-
bance spectra of the PF resin depending on the curing conditions.
The deposition of PF resin in the cell corners (Fig. 6b) and sec-
ondary cell walls of fibers (Fig. 6c) significantly increased the nat-
ural UV absorbance of beech tissue. Untreated beech showed a
characteristic absorbance maximum at 276–280 nm due to the
presence of lignin as a native wood constituent [48]. The natural
variation in lignin concentration led to a higher UV absorbance in
the cell corners and compound middle lamella than in the sec-
ondary cell wall. Treatments with PF resin enhanced this natural
UV absorbance at both locations.

Since the thickness of the sections was constant, the increase in
absorbance after the treatment could be assigned to the increment
of PF resin concentration following the Beer-Lambert law. How-
ever, the absorbance maximum slightly varied between treated
and untreated wood and even between different morphological
regions in untreated wood. In line with Musha and Goring [49],
the absorbance maximum in untreated wood shifted from
276 nm in the fiber cell walls to 280 nm in the cell corners, pre-
sumably due to differences in the syringyl/guaiacyl ratio within
the lignin. In the fiber cell walls, the PF resin treatment caused a
similar shift in the absorbance maximum from 276 to 280 nm. This
was in line with the absorbance maximum at 280–282 nm for the
cured PF resin from the cell lumens.

The UV absorbance across beech wood cells was mapped at high
lateral resolution at a wavelength of 278 nm. This wavelength has
been used previously in UMSP imaging of European beech wood to
localize lignin [48] and PF resin [13]. The image profiles showed
detailed variations in UV absorbance due to the natural distribu-
tion of lignin and the uptake of PF resin. Fig. 7 shows representa-
tive UMSP images and pixel histograms based on samples treated



Fig. 5. Predicted WPG values for an image mosaic based on wood cubes treated with different impregnation solutions and curing conditions (a), and the corresponding pixel
histograms (b). The arrows in (a) highlight the anatomical directions of the wood (radial and tangential). The vertical lines in (b) show the measured (dashed lines) and the
predicted (solid lines) average WPG per NIR image.
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with 0 (reference), 15, and 30 % solid resin content. Further images
taken from the same samples are illustrated in Supplementary
Fig. S4. The variation in UV absorbance followed the natural cellu-
lar lignin distribution in untreated wood and was higher within the
compound middle lamella and the cell corners (average absor-
bance 0.48) and lower within the secondary cell walls (average
absorbance 0.13).

The PF resin treatment led to an increase in UV absorbance
across the entire cell tissue, which was dependent on the curing
conditions. A two-sample t-test for unpaired data based on all pix-
els per sample group determined significant differences (p < 0.01)
in UV absorbance between dry- and wet-cured samples (Supple-
mentary Table S1). In detail, the pixel histograms in Fig. 7 show
a shift toward a higher UV absorbance caused by the resin treat-
ment and also indicate the impact of the curing conditions. At
15 % solid resin content, differences between the curing conditions
were small and only noticeable by a higher proportion of pixels
within the absorbance range of 0.3–0.5 in dry-cured wood. At
30 % solid resin content, the effect of the curing conditions became
more obvious as most pixels were distributed around two distinct
peaks in wet and dry cured wood at bin centers of 0.375 and 0.675,
respectively. Natural variations of the UV absorbance within the
lignocellulosic matrix depending on the anatomical structures
were considered by measuring at least five representative image
profiles, each containing over 20,000 UV signals (measuring points
0.25 lm � 0.25 lm).
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The average UV absorbance of the secondary cell walls was
determined from selected areas within the UMSP images
(n = 10), and these average values coincided with peaks in the cor-
responding histograms (Fig. 7). The resin treatments resulted in a
continuous increase in UV absorbance within the secondary cell
wall, which reached an average of 0.26 and 0.38 for wet-cured
samples and an average of 0.35 and 0.62 for dry-cured samples
after treatments with 15 and 30 % solid resin contents, respec-
tively. A difference between the curing conditions was less obvious
in the cell corners, where an average absorbance of 1.1 was
reached for dry- and wet-cured samples treated with a 30 % solid
resin content. The stronger increase in UV absorbance within the
secondary cell walls after dry curing was consistent with the cell
wall bulking effect that was observed as an increase in dry wood
volume. A facile diffusion of the PF resin into the cell walls under
dry curing conditions may have been favored by the rapid removal
of the solvent (water) from the impregnated wood, which
increased the solute (resin) concentration in the cell lumen. The
concentration gradient between the cell lumen and cell wall thus
became larger and was the main driving force for diffusion [9].

The lower increase in UV absorbance of wet-cured samples
coincided with their lower cell wall bulking compared to dry-
cured samples. Heating the samples without drying may have been
unfavorable for the diffusion of the resin into the cell walls because
major quantities of PF resin formed macromolecules that were too
large to enter the cell wall before the removal of the solvent



Fig. 6. UV absorbance spectra in the wavelength range between 250 and 450 nm measured from (a) PF resin deposits in the cell lumens, (b) the cell corners, and (c) the
secondary cell wall (S2 layer). The measurements were performed on an unmodified cube and cubes treated with 30 % solid resin content. The illustration at the bottom
shows the locations within the wood tissue at which the absorbance spectra were measured.

Fig. 7. Representative UMSP image profiles based on the absorbance at 278 nm and pixel histograms from all measured UMSP image profiles per sample group. The dashed
lines in the histograms show the average absorbance measured from ten selected regions within secondary cell walls.
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increased the concentration gradient [9]. Furthermore, sodium
hydroxide was added to the impregnation solution with 3 % based
on the solid resin content. Sodium hydroxide can catalyze the dis-
solution of lignin [50]. Although the sodium hydroxide concentra-
tion in the solution did not exceed 0.9 mass-%, it is possible that
this had a small effect on the UV absorbance. It may be speculated
that the lignin dissolution was stronger under wet curing condi-
tions thus causing a lower UV absorbance. The lack of cell wall
bulking under wet-curing conditions may have been a combination
of limited diffusion of PF resin into the cell walls [9] and alkaline
hydrolysis of the cell wall that counterbalanced the effect of the
resin uptake [18].

The UMSP image profiles in Fig. 7 and Supplementary Fig. S3
also show the deposition of cured PF resin within the cell lumens,
particularly in wood treated with 30 % solid resin content. In pre-
vious studies, such lumen deposits were observed more frequently
when wood was treated with larger-sized PF resin oligomers,
which were less effective in penetrating the wood cell wall
[13,14]. A similar effect may have been expected for wet-cured
wood, but the presence and frequency of such lumen deposits
could not be related to differences in curing conditions. Presum-
ably, the UMSP images did not represent the number of resin
deposits within the cell lumens adequately, since they covered
only a small proportion of the cells within the treated wood. Fur-
thermore, wood cells containing resin deposits in their lumen did
not show a higher UV absorbance of their cell walls, except for
the narrow cell wall regions at the very interface to these lumen
deposits.

3.4. Process-related PF resin distribution across board sections

In contrast to the small wood cubes, the board sections were all
impregnated using a PF resin solution with a 15 % solid content but
were dried and heat-cured in different conditions. While this
resulted in the same overall WPG (see Supplementary Fig. S5), it
was expected that the variation of the curing conditions would
have a significant effect on the distribution of the PF resin within
the board sections. The aim was to quantify this distribution first
on the macroscopic scale by applying our PLS regression model
to the NIR images taken from cross-sectional surfaces, and then
on the micron scale using UMSP imaging within selected regions
of interest.

Fig. 8 shows the predicted WPG distribution of images that
were taken from board sections after cutting them in half, perpen-
dicular to the fiber direction. Further images from replicates are
shown in Supplementary Fig. S 6. The line averages in Fig. 8 also
highlight changes in predicted WPG in the tangential direction
(Fig. 8). These were calculated by averaging the predicted WPG
in each row based on images from the middle parts of the board
sections (n = 6). The predicted WPG distribution across board sec-
tions was found to be dependent on the conditions during the cur-
ing step and the sealing of the outer cross sections. When the cross
sections were sealed during the heat-curing step (Fig. 8a), an
increase in predicted WPG was observed from the center toward
the surface regions of the board sections. The line averages in
Fig. 8 show that the predicted WPG increased in the tangential
direction from about 17 % at the center to 20 % and more near
the surfaces. A more gradual WPG increase was observed for
wet-cured board sections, whereas dry curing resulted in a sharp
WPG increase and a larger difference in WPG between center
and surface regions.

By sealing the cross sections, evaporation of water occurred
only at the radial and tangential surfaces. As studied extensively
for the technical drying of timber, this evaporation is the driving
force for the capillary flow of water through the porous wood
structure toward the surfaces [51]. The capillary flow also trans-
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ported the dissolved, low molecular weight PF resin toward the
surface regions where the resin was eventually heat cured to
immobile macromolecules [9]. NIR image regression quantified
this resin migration, although some regions near the surface could
not be measured. The results showed a stronger migration of resin
toward the radial and tangential surfaces after dry-curing com-
pared to wet-curing conditions. Under wet-curing conditions, dry-
ing the impregnated wood was limited during the initial increase
in temperature. Significant proportions of the resin may thus have
been cured to immobile macromolecules before wood drying was
initiated at a later curing stage [9].

There was almost no gradient in the predicted WPG from the
center to the surface regions when the cross-sections remained
unsealed during the heat-curing step (Fig. 8b). Without sealing,
the water also evaporated from the cross-sectional surfaces, which
initiated the capillary flow of the solution in the longitudinal direc-
tion in addition to the flow in the lateral direction. The water trans-
port through the mostly longitudinally oriented cells in wood is
much faster than the water transport in the lateral (radial or tan-
gential) directions [52,53]. Thereby, the drying of impregnated,
unsealed board sections caused the PF resin migration mostly in
the longitudinal direction. This can be seen in the NIR images of
unsealed, dry-cured samples by the lower predicted WPG across
the cross-section from the central plane of the board sections. In
contrast, the limitation of drying during the first temperature steps
under wet curing conditions prevented such strong translocation
of PF resin in the longitudinal direction and resulted in much
higher predicted WPGs in the corresponding NIR images. The line
averages in Fig. 8 further highlighted the almost constant WPGs
on cross-sectional surfaces in the tangential direction, which
remained at about 15 and 18 % in dry- and wet-cured board sec-
tions, respectively.

NIR image regression also revealed lower predicted WPGs
within the rays in beech wood, which stretch over the cross-
sectional surface in the radial direction. This was observed for most
sample groups, except for dry-cured board sections without sur-
face sealing. Rays in beech wood are possible transport pathways
for the PF resin solution in the radial direction, either during the
vacuum-pressure impregnation or during heat curing. However,
the treatment of small wood cubes did not result in notably larger
WPGs of wood rays (Fig. 5a). Due to their smaller size, the trans-
port of PF resin within the small wood cubes may have been dom-
inated by the rapid transport in the longitudinal direction, and
radial transport became only relevant in the larger board sections.

While the NIR image regression successfully quantified the
process-dependent distribution of PF resin on the macroscopic
level, it did not allow a differentiation between PF resin in the cell
lumens and the cell walls. This was achieved by utilizing the high
spatial resolution of the UMSP technique to analyze the cellular
level distribution of the PF resin in selected regions of interest, near
the surface and at the center of the board sections with sealed
cross sections (Fig. 9). A two-sample t-test for unpaired data based
on all pixels per sample group determined significant differences
(p < 0.01) in UV absorbance between surface and center regions
for dry- and wet-cured samples (Supplementary Table S2). In
detail, this was observed by a shift to higher absorbance values
in the pixel histograms. In line with the peaks in the pixel his-
tograms, the average cell wall absorbance increased from 0.35 at
the center to 0.44 and 0.49 at the surface of wet- and dry-cured
board sections, respectively. There was also a difference between
the two regions in the average UV absorbance of the cell corners,
which increased from 0.98 and 0.99 at the center to 1.12 and
1.08 near the surfaces of wet- and dry-cured samples, respectively.
Thereby, UMSP confirmed the results of the NIR image regression
and also showed that higher predicted WPGs toward the board
surfaces were not just due to the deposition of PF resin within



Fig. 8. Predicted weight percent gain (WPG, %) of images from treated board sections. (a) Board sections with sealed cross-sectional surfaces during heat curing; (b) board
sections with unsealed cross-sectional surfaces during heat curing. The line plots show the line averages of the predicted WPG in the tangential direction based on samples
from the middle of the board sections (n = 6; mean ± min/max). The arrows highlight the anatomical directions of the wood (R radial, T tangential). The placement of the
images on the board sections serves as a guide to the eye.
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the cell lumen but correlated with higher PF resin content of the
wood cell walls. Such differences in PF resin content of cell walls
within different board regions lead to strong cell wall bulking near
the board surfaces, while the center regions may shrink to a con-
siderable extent upon drying. This favors the formation of inner
cracks and honeycomb splits [9,15], and board regions with insuf-
ficient PF resin content in the cell walls may also remain suscepti-
ble to fungal decay [13]. The chemical imaging approach presented
in this study may support generating more homogeneous resin dis-
tributions at the macroscopic scale and the cellular level to prevent
this and paves the way for the development of more efficient treat-
ments for wood and other biomaterials.
4. Conclusions

This study shows the big potential of combining different chem-
ical imaging methods to unravel process-dependent heterogeneity
in hierarchically structured biomaterials. This was demonstrated
for an impregnation treatment of wood with PF resin. A NIR image
regression model was established based on small wood cubes with
a large range of gravimetrically determined PF resin contents. The
application of this model to larger board sections revealed the
macroscopic distribution of the PF resin across the wood and its
significant dependence on the applied heat-curing conditions.
The NIR image regression approach was complemented by cellular
UMSP imaging within a limited field of view but at a high spatial
resolution. This revealed the dependence of the PF resin content
of cell walls on the applied curing conditions and the location
within board sections. Higher resin contents were found in the cell
walls of dry-cured samples and cell walls close to the board
surfaces.
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Fig. 9. Representative UMSP images taken from surface or center regions of board sections with sealed cross-sections during heat curing and pixel histograms based on all
UMSP images per sample group (n = 12). The dashed lines highlight the average UV absorbance from ten selected regions within secondary cell walls.
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